
Review of �Mixed Hodge Strutures� by C. Peters and J. SteenbrinkHodge strutures (HS) have long been a fundamental tool of transendental algebraigeometry, with origins in the 19th Century study of integrals of rational 1-forms on Riemannsurfaes, and subsequent work of Poinaré and Lefshetz on normal funtions. The theorybegan in earnest with Hodge's deomposition (. 1947) for Kähler manifolds, whih reordsthe omplex analyti struture on their ohomology groups against the integral strutureoming from topology. It was further enrihed by Gri�ths's invention of Abel-Jaobi mapsand variations of HS for (families of) smooth projetive varieties. In modern treatments, fora HS of weight d one speaks of a free abelian group VZ, an (inreasingly) �ltered omplexvetor spae (VC, F
•) (with the �ltration satisfying VC = F rVC⊕F d−r+1VC), and a omparisonisomorphism VZ ⊗ C

∼=
→ VC. In the variational setting, VZ is replaed by a loal systemand VC by a holomorphi vetor bundle with integrable onnetion satisfying Gri�ths'stransversality ondition.The �mixed� aspet of the theory enters with the introdution of a rationally de�ned weight�ltration, used �rst by Deligne to generalize Hodge theory to the ohomology of inompleteand singular algebrai varieties. Weight �ltrations were later employed to put mixed Hodgestrutures (MHS) on the ohomology of degenerating families of smooth algebrai varieties(the �limit� mixed Hodge struture of Gri�ths [onj.℄, Shmid, Steenbrink and Clemens) andon homotopy groups (Morgan and later Hain, using Chen's iterated integrals and results ofSullivan); fundamental work on extensions of MHS was done by Carlson. The variationalpiture was enrihed by the de�nition and study (Steenbrink/Zuker, Kashiwara) of admis-sible variations of MHS. The ultimate generalization (whih inludes admissible variations)is M. Saito's theory of mixed Hodge modules on a omplex algebrai variety X, in whih(leaving out the weight �ltration for omparison to the de�nitions mentioned above) onehas a perverse �sheaf� V•

Q, a rational �ltered regular holonomi D-module (VO,F
•), and aomparison quasi-isomorphism V•

Q ⊗ C
≃
→ DR•

X(VO).These developments have been motivated by appliations of MHS to algebrai yles andtheir generalizations, singularity theory, period maps and period domains, and other areas(e.g. the interation between algebrai geometry and string theory in mirror symmetry).Introdutory aounts of (mixed) Hodge theory and (some of) these �applied� aspets in-lude the books of Voisin [Hodge theory and omplex algebrai geometry. I, II, trans. L.Shneps, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 2002/3; MR1967689, MR1997577℄, Lewis[A survey of the Hodge onjeture (2nd Ed.), AMS, Providene, RI, 1999; MR1683216℄,Kulikov-Kurhanov [�Complex algebrai varieties: periods of integrals and Hodge stru-tures�, in Algebrai Geometry, III, 1-217, 263-270, Springer, Berlin, 1998; MR1602375℄, andCarlson/Müller-Stah/Peters [Period mappings and period domains, Cambridge Univ. Press,Cambridge, 2003; MR2012297℄. The book under review, whih (apart from some nie se-tions on singularity theory and vanishing theorems) fouses mainly on the �pure� story justsummarized, is aimed at graduate students and researhers with suh an introdution alreadyunder their belts.I would like to single out a few partiular features of the present text whih, in my view,make it a �must-buy� for researhers. First, there is the use of mixed Hodge omplexes ofsheaves (the authors' tehnial simpli�ation of an idea of Deligne) to unify the onstrutionsof MHS on the ohomology of arbitrary varieties and on the nearby- and vanishing-ylespaes. In partiular, to deal with singular (and relative) varieties, they give a very thorough1



2treatment (Ch. 5) of Navarro Aznar's elegant proedure using ubial hyperresolutions.Chapter 11 on limit MHS, whih ombines the seond author's original approah with theFontaine-Illusie-Kato notion of logarithmi strutures (to furnish the underlying rationalvetor spae), is an absolute tour-de-fore. It ontains omplete, detailed proofs, and isprobably the jewel of the book. Finally, Chapters 13-14 give a remarkably aessible rash-ourse (many proofs either skipped or skethed) on perverse sheaves, holonomi D-modules,and mixed Hodge modules.We now turn to a summary of the book's ontents, whih are divided into four parts,starting with �basis� on pure Hodge theory and the de�nitions in the mixed ase. Atthe outset, Chern's theorem (operators on forms ommuting with holonomy ommute withthe Laplaian) leads to a nie treatment of the lassial Hodge theorems for Kähler mani-folds. The hard Lefshetz theorem (and resulting deomposition) is set up additionally bya thorough review of �nite-dimensional Lie-algebra representations of sl2(R). Several im-portant appliations � inluding the Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations, Barth's theorem,Deligne's riterion for degeneration of the Leray spetral sequene, and the global invari-ant yle theorem � round out the �rst hapter. Next, the formal side of the theory ispresented: Hodge strutures, morphisms, polarizations, semisimpliity and the like. Theauthors treat the representation-theoreti aspet of HS's, and here the exposition ontainserrors; in partiular, the setion on Mumford-Tate groups should be read alongside §I.3 of[Deligne, Milne, Ogus and Shih, Hodge yles, motives, and Shimura varieties, LNM 900,Springer, Berlin, 1982; MR0654325℄. They then return to the geometri setting, overing forexample the Fröhliher spetral sequene, Hodge omplexes of sheaves, and re�ned Thomlasses of subvarieties; the most interesting results are that the Hodge deomposition, Dol-beault isomorphisms, et. hold for (not neessarily projetive) ompat algebrai manifolds,and (in a weaker sense) for almost-Kähler V -manifolds. Chapter 3 �nally introdues weights:mixed Hodge strutures, Tate twists, Deligne's splitting (the Ip,q's, whih it is nie to seeat the beginning), stritness of morphisms, and the abelian ategorial struture on MHS.Mixed Hodge omplexes of sheaves (MHCS) are de�ned, and the authors prove that theirhyperohomology groups reeive a natural mixed Hodge struture (using Deligne's lemmaof the 3 �ltrations). Finally, they explain extensions in the ategories MHS and DbMHS, aswell as Beilinson's absolute Hodge ohomology.The next major part is onerned with attahing MHS to algebro-geometri data. The�rst step, done in Chapter 4, is to augment Deligne's logarithmi de Rham omplex to aMHCS, and so put a MHS on the ohomology of a smooth quasi-projetive variety (thoughtof as a normal rossing divisor omplement; of ourse, independene of the ompati�ationis heked). The appliations inlude the theorem of the �xed part and a desription of theLeray spetral sequene for Lefshetz penils. Also, logarithmi strutures are disussed andused to give an algebrai desription of the rational part of the MHCS. (Note that thesehave reently beome very important due to their prominent use in the fundamental work[K. Kato and S. Usui, Classifying spaes of degenerating polarized Hodge strutures, Ann.Math. Stud. 169, Prineton Univ. Press, 2009 (to appear)℄ on partial ompati�ationsof period domains.) Chapter 5 further expands MHS to the ohomology groups of possiblysingular varieties, starting with the de�nition of (semi-)simpliial and ubial spaes andtheir geometri realizations, along with sheaf ohomology. Cubial hyperresolutions (whihsatisfy ohomologial desent) are onstruted for arbitrary omplex algebrai varieties; alongwith the log de Rham MHCS onstrution of Ch. 4, this is enough to put a well-de�ned,



3funtorial MHS on their ohomology. Compatibility with disriminant squares and Künnethis veri�ed; the onstrution is also extended to relative varieties. The next Chapter furtherpursues ompatibility of MHS with standard algebro-topologial onstrutions: various upand ap produts, Poinaré duality maps, and so on. Two of the more interesting partsare: (a) a digest of [D. Arapura, �The Leray spetral sequene is motivi�, Invent. Math160 (2005), no. 3, 567-589; MR2178703℄, showing how to put MHS on the Leray �ltrandsof Hk(X) for a morphism of quasi-projetive varieties X → Y ; and (b) a MHS on the linkof a subvariety of X (assumed to ontain its singular set), onstruted by arrying out anembedded resolution and de�ning a semi-simpliial MHCS on the resulting NCD. Chapter 7begins with a brief tour of the most basi material on Hodge-theoreti invariants of algebraiyles (Deligne yle-lass map, whih inludes Abel-Jaobi) and a more interesting take onthe generalized Hodge onjeture � inluding a homologial version for singular varieties,and the equivalene of GHC and HC onsidered over all smooth projetive varieties. Finally,a very general vanishing theorem for ertain hyperohomology groups involving the �lteredde Rham omplex of du Bois is given, with appliations to the loal ohomology groups of(du Bois) singularities.Chapters 8 and 9 give two di�erent approahes to onstruting MHS on the homotopygroups of a smooth projetive variety X, due respetively to Hain and Morgan. On thehigher homotopy groups (assuming π1 = {0}) these MHS agree, and are ompatible with theWhitehead produt and Hurewiz homomorphism. For π1, Hain's approah gives a pro-MHSon the ompletion of Qπ1(X, x) (the base point matters) with respet to the augmentationideal. The idea behind his approah is roughly this: by a theorem of Borel and Serre,homotopy groups are dual to (the indeomposables in) ohomology groups of path spae,whih are omputed by iterated integrals � or equivalently (in light of Chen's work) thebar onstrution on the de Rham algebra of X (with a natural produt indued by theshu�e produt). The seond method uses a rational Postnikov tower of X to build a (quasi-isomorphi) minimal model of the Sullivan-de Rham (di�erential graded) algebra of therational polynomial forms; Morgan proved that this minimal model admits a MHS, and oneknows that the homotopy groups are dual to its indeomposables. Many of the harder proofsin this part are skethed.Part IV begins with variations of Hodge strutures (VHS) and assoiated onepts �loal systems, holomorphi vetor bundles, the Gauss-Manin onnetion, transversality, andsemisimpliity. Brief treatments are given of the lous of Hodge lasses (inluding reentwork of Voisin), the relation between Mumford-Tate groups and monodromy, and riteria forstable irreduibility of the omplex monodromy representation. (The authors' treatment ofthis material has also appeared in their artile [�Monodromy of variations of Hodge struture�,on �rst author's website℄.) The end of Chapter 10 and beginning of the next give a �rstapproximation to the Riemann-Hilbert orrespondene, explaining in detail (for a NCDomplement X \D) the equivalene between loal systems, holomorphi vetor bundles withintegrable onnetion, and (after Malgrange) regular meromorphi extensions of the latter to
X. The authors then restrit to the setting of a semistably degenerating familyX of varietiesover a disk (Shmid's more abstrat result is only stated), giving a thoroughly motivatedexplanation of the nearby and vanishing yle funtors (ψf , φf). The seond author's deRham theoreti treatment of the anonially extended Hodge sheaves is then developedinto a MHCS for ψfQX (using log strutures), omputing the limit MHS and ation of themonodromy logarithm. This leads to proofs of the monodromy and loal invariant yle



4theorems and the Wang and Clemens-Shmid exat sequenes. A formula for the nearby-yle Euler-Hodge polynomials produes some interesting omputations of the Ip,q-ranks ofLMHS's. The short following hapter gives appliations of Ch. 11 to spetra of singularitiesand to Milnor �bers; and of semisimpliity (from Ch. 10) of polarized VHS to presentGrothendiek's indutive approah to the GHC for (mainly) projetive hypersurfaes of lowdegree.At this point (still in the fourth part) the text swithes bak into a more expository (but noless tehnial) mode. The goal of Ch. 13 is to present the Riemann-Hilbert orrespondene,under whih the de-Rham-omplex funtor maps regular holonomiD-modules to C-perverseomplexes, and its ompatibility with diret and inverse images and Verdier duality. A reviewof the latter for sheaf omplexes feeds into a presentation of perverse omplexes, intermediateextensions of loal systems, and the deomposition theorem of Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne(-Gabber). The rest of the hapter is devoted to D-modules; this beomes a bit of a tehnialrush through various de�nitions (solution omplexes, harateristi varieties, regularity) andoperations, but as a olleting together of what is needed to explain the struture of Saito'stheory it is quite a servie to researhers. That remark applies even more to the �nal hapter,whih begins with an axiomatic presentation of mixed Hodge modules. From here they anuse MHM to rather painlessly produe (a) the MHS on the perverse Leray �ltrands of amorphism, (b) the pure HS on on the (middle perversity) intersetion ohomology groupsof ompat varieties, and more generally () reprodue essentially all the MHS previouslyenountered in the book. Only then do they sketh the onstrution: the ategories ofpolarizable Hodge modules and mixed Hodge modules are built out of (perverse/anonial)extensions of VHS and admissible VMHS (and limits of the latter are brie�y treated); theRiemann-Hilbert orrespondene is entral in de�ning operations. There are a number offurther interesting appliations whih we won't enumerate.The book begins with a brief historial survey; eah hapter is headed by a good sum-mary of its ontents and onluded by historial remarks (with referenes). There are threeexellent appendies on homologial algebra and ategory theory, sheaf ohomology, andthe topology of strati�ed spaes and degenerations � these make the book essentially self-ontained. As explained above, it is onsistent with the main theme of the book not toonsider lassifying spaes for (M)HS, polylogarithm VMHS, normal funtions, Nori on-netivity, arithmeti aspets (p-adi Hodge theory, higher Abel-Jaobi maps, CM Hodgestrutures), et.; the one disappointment is that they don't really treat degenerations ofMHS or multivariable degenerations of variations of HS (beyond giving referenes). Finally,the prospetive reader should be aware that there are quite a few typos in some setions,though we don't feel this diminishes this work as a referene. It is a through-readable andvery up-to-date aount of mixed Hodge theory, written by masters of the subjet, and willundoubtedly serve as a basi referene for years to ome.


